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Abstract
We study the A-discriminant of toric varieties. We reduce its computation to the case of irre-
ducible configurations and describe its behavior under specialization of some of the variables
to zero. We give characterizations of dual defect toric varieties in terms of their Gale dual and
classify dual defect toric varieties of codimension less than or equal to four.
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1. Introduction
In this paper we will study properties of the sparse or A-discriminant. Given a config-
uration A = {a1, . . . , an} of n points in Zd we may construct an ideal IA ⊂ C[x1, . . . , xn]
and, if IA is homogeneous, a projective toric variety XA ⊂ P
n−1. The dual variety X∗A is,
by definition, the Zariski closure of the locus of hyperplanes in (Pn−1)∗ which are tangent
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to XA at a smooth point. Generically, X
∗
A is a hypersurface and its defining equation
DA(x), suitably normalized, is called the A-discriminant. If X
∗
A has codimension greater
than one then XA is called a dual defect variety and we define DA = 1.
The A-discriminant generalizes the classical notion of the discriminant of univari-
ate polynomials. It was introduced by Gel’fand, Kapranov, and Zelevinsky (their book
(Gel′fand et al., 1994) serves as the basic reference of our work) and it arises naturally
in a variety of contexts including the study of hypergeometric functions (Gel′fand et al.,
1989; Cattani et al., 2001; Cattani and Dickenstein, 2004) and in some recent formula-
tions of mirror duality (Batyrev and Materov, 2002).
When studying the A-discriminant it is often convenient to consider a Gale dual of
A. This is a configuration B = {b1, . . . , bn} ⊂ Zm, where m is the codimension of XA
in Pn−1. The configuration B, and by extension A, is said to be irreducible if no two
vectors in B lie on the same line. Equivalently, if the matroid MB = (B, I) defined by
the family, I, of linearly independent subsets of B is simple. In Theorem 11, we prove
a univariate resultant formula which reduces the computation of the A-discriminant
to the case of irreducible configurations. This implies, in particular, that the Newton
polytope of the discriminant is unchanged, up to affine isomorphism, if we replace B by
the configuration obtained by adding up all subsets of collinear vectors. This generalizes a
result of Dickenstein and Sturmfels (2002) for codimension-two configurations. We point
out that, in their case, this is a consequence of a complete description of the Newton
polytope of the discriminant.
In the study of rational hypergeometric functions, one is interested in understanding
the behavior of the A-discriminant when specializing a variable xj to zero and its relation
to the discriminant of the configuration obtained by removing the corresponding point aj
from A. Theorem 15 generalizes the known results in this direction (Cattani et al. (2001,
Lemma 3.2); Cattani and Dickenstein (2004, Lemma 3.2)). This specialization result was
first proved by the first author in his PhD dissertation (Curran, 2005), using the theory
of coherent polyhedral subdivisions. We give a greatly simplified proof in §4, where we
derive the specialization theorem as a corollary of our resultant formula.
Using tropical geometry methods, Dickenstein, Feitchner, and Sturmfels have been
able to compute the dimension of the dual of a projective toric variety XA and this,
in particular, makes it possible to decide if a given toric variety is dual defect, i.e. if
the dual variety has codimension greater than one. Their formula (Dickenstein et al.,
2005, Corollary 4.5) involves the configuration A and the geometric lattice, S(A), whose
elements are the supports, ordered by inclusion, of the vectors in ker(A). The information
contained in S(A) is essentially the same as that contained in a family of flats inMB, for
a Gale dual configuration B of A. Thus, one could say that the formula by Dickenstein,
Feitchner, and Sturmfels involves both A and B information. In Theorem 18, we use
Theorem 15 to show that we can decide whether a configuration is dual defect purely in
terms of certain non-splitting flags of flats in the matroidMB. In Theorem 25 we obtain
a decomposition of the Gale dual configuration of a toric variety and give, in terms of
this decomposition, a sufficient condition for the variety to be dual defect. Although we
believe this condition to also be necessary, we are not able to prove it at this point.
Dual defect varieties have been extensively studied: Beltrametti et al. (1992); Di Rocco
(2004); Ein (1985, 1986); Lanteri and Struppa (1987). In particular, Dickenstein and
Sturmfels have classified codimension-two dual defect varieties (Dickenstein and Sturmfels,
2002) and, by completely different methods, Di Rocco (2004) has classified dual defect
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projective embeddings of smooth toric varieties in terms of their associated polytopes.
We give a complete classification of of dual defect toric varieties of codimension less than
or equal to four in terms of the Gale duals. This implies, in particular, that in these cases
the condition in Theorem 25 is necessary and sufficient. We conclude §5 by comparing
Di Rocco’s list, for codimension less than or equal to four, with our classification.
2. Preliminaries
We begin by setting up the notation to be used throughout. We will denote by A
a d × n integer matrix or, equivalently, the configuration A = {a1, . . . , an} of n points
in Zd defined by the columns of A. We will always assume that A has rank d and set
m := n−d, the codimension of A. Viewing A as a map Zn → Zd we denote by LA ⊂ Zn
the kernel of A. LA is a lattice of rank m. For any u ∈ Zn we write u = u+ − u−, where
u+, u− ∈ N
n have disjoint support. Let IA ⊂ C[x1, . . . , xn] be the lattice ideal defined by
LA, that is the ideal in C[x1, . . . , xn] generated by all binomials of the form: xu+ − xu− ,
where u ∈ LA. Note that for any vector w ∈ Qd in the Q-rowspan of A we have
〈w, u+〉 = 〈w, u−〉
for all u ∈ LA and, hence, IA is w-weighted homogeneous.
Definition 1 We will say that A is homogeneous or nonconfluent if the vector (1, . . . , 1)
is in the Q-rowspan of A.
Note that in terms of the configuration in Zd, A is homogeneous if and only if all the
points lie in a rational hyperplane not containing the origin. Throughout this paper we
will be interested in properties of homogeneous configurations A which depend only on
the Q-rowspan of A. Thus, in those cases we may assume without loss of generality that
the first row of A is (1, . . . , 1). We shall then say that A is in standard form.
Given a homogeneous configuration A, let XA := V(IA) ⊂ Pn−1 be the projective
(though not necessarily normal) variety defined by the homogeneous ideal IA. The map
t ∈ (C∗)d 7→ (ta1 : · · · : tad) ∈ XA ⊂ P
n−1
defines a torus embedding which makes XA into a toric variety of dimension d − 1.
Generically, its dual variety X∗A is an irreducible hypersurface defined over Z. Its nor-
malized defining polynomial DA(x1, . . . , xn) is called the sparse or A-discriminant. It is
well-defined up to sign. If the dual variety X∗A has codimension greater than one, then we
define DA = 1 and refer to XA as a dual defect variety and to A as a dual defect config-
uration. Note that XA, and consequently X
∗
A, depend only on the rowspan of A. Indeed,
it is shown in (Gel′fand et al., 1994, Proposition 1.2, Chapter 5) that XA depends only
on the affine geometry of the set A ⊂ Zd.
Alternatively, given a configuration A = {a1, . . . , an} we consider the generic Laurent
polynomial supported on A:
fA(x; t) :=
n∑
i=1
xit
ai , (1)
which, for a choice of coefficients xi ∈ C, we view as a regular funcion on the torus
(C∗)d. Then, the discriminant is an irreducible polynomial in C[x1, . . . , xn] which vanishes
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whenever the specialization of fA has a multiple root in the torus; i.e. fA and all its
derivatives ∂fA/∂ti vanishing simultaneously at some point in t ∈ (C∗)d. Note that
when A is in standard form:
t1
∂fA
∂t1
= fA (2)
and, consequently, fA and ∂fA/∂t1 have the same zeroes on (C
∗)d. Let R := C[x][t±1] be
the ring of Laurent polynomials in t whose coefficients are polynomials in x, and denote
by J(fA) the ideal in R generated by fA and its partial derivatives with respect to the
t variables. Set VA := V(J(fA)) ⊂ Cnx × (C
∗)dt . Let ∇A be the Zariski closure of the
projection of V(J(fA)) in C
n
x , then if ∇A is a hypersurface, ∇A = {x : DA(x) = 0}. If A
is homogeneous and XA is not dual defect then ∇A is the cone over X
∗
A.
We recall that if ν1, . . . , νm ∈ Zn are a Z-basis of LA, then the n × m matrix B,
whose columns are ν1, . . . , νm is called a Gale dual of A. The same name is used to
denote the configuration {b1, . . . , bn} ⊂ Zm of row vectors of B. Gale duals are defined
up to GL(m,Z)-action. We will also consider n×m integer matrices C, whose columns
ξ1, . . . , ξm ∈ Zn are a Q-basis of LA ⊗Z Q. In that case we will say that C is a Q-dual of
A. For any n×m integer matrix C of rank m we will denote by q the greatest common
divisor of all maximal minors of C and call it the index of C. Indeed, q is the index of
the lattice generated by the row vectors of C, c1, . . . , cn, in Z
m. An n× d integer matrix
A of rank d is said to be a dual configuration of C if A · C = 0. Note that C is a Gale
dual of A if and only if it has index 1 and that, if A is dual to C, then A is homogeneous
if and only if the row vectors of C add up to zero. Such a configuration C will also be
called homogeneous. If cj = 0 for some j, then any dual configuration A is a pyramid,
i.e. all the vectors ai, i 6= j are contained in a hyperplane. It is easy to check that in that
case XA is dual defect.
Given an n ×m integer matrix C of rank m we will denote by LC the sublattice of
Zn generated by the columns of C and by JC ⊂ C[x1, . . . , xn] the lattice ideal defined by
LC . If C is a Gale dual of A, then LC = LA and IA = JC is a prime ideal. In any case,
if ξ1, . . . , ξm are the columns of C and we denote by Jξ the ideal
Jξ = 〈x
ξ+
1 − xξ
−
1 , . . . , xξ
+
m − xξ
−
m〉,
then the lattice ideal JC is the saturation JC = Jξ: (x1 · · ·xm)
∞.
If C is homogeneous of index q then the variety XC := V(IC) ⊂ Pn−1 has q irreducible
components and they are all torus translates of XA = V(IA), where A is a dual of C.
Similarly, the dual variety X∗C is a union of finitely many torus translates of X
∗
A. In
particular if one of them is a hypersurface so is the other. In that case, we denote by
DC ∈ C[x1, . . . , xn] the defining equation suitably normalized. Moreover, there exist
θ1, . . . θq ∈ (C∗)n such that
DC(x) =
q∏
j=1
DA(θ
j ∗ x) , (3)
where ∗ denotes component-wise multiplication. We will say that C is dual defect if and
only if A is dual defect.
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The computation of the A-discriminant is well-known in the case of codimension-
one homogeneous configurations. Let B = (b1, . . . , bn)
T , bi ∈ Z, be a Gale dual of A.
Reordering the columns of A, if necessary, we may assume without loss of generality that
bi > 0 for i = 1, . . . , r and bj < 0 for r + 1 ≤ j ≤ n. Set
p = b1 + · · ·+ br = −(br+1 + · · ·+ bn) .
Then, up to an integer factor
DA =
n∏
j=r+1
|bj |
|bj |
r∏
i=1
xbii − (−1)
p
r∏
i=1
bbii
n∏
j=r+1
x
|bj |
j (4)
We recall the notion of Horn uniformization from (Gel′fand et al., 1994, Chapter 9).
Although in Gel′fand et al. (1994) this is done only in the case of saturated lattice ideals,
the generalization to arbitrary lattice ideals is straightforward. Let C = (cij) be an integer
matrix whose rows add up to zero, the Horn map hC : P
m−1 → (C∗)m is defined by the
formula hC(ζ1 : · · · : ζm) = (Ψ1(ζ), . . . ,Ψm(ζ)), where
Ψk(ζ1 : · · · : ζm) =
n∏
i=1
(ci1ζ1 + · · ·+ cimζm)
cik . (5)
We also define TC : (C
∗)n → (C∗)m by TC(x) := (xξ1 , . . . , xξm), where ξ1, . . . , ξm are the
column vectors of C, and set ∇˜C := hC(Pm−1) ⊂ (C∗)m.
The following result is proved in (Gel′fand et al., 1994, Chapter 9, Theorem 3.3a) for
the case of Gale duals. Its extension to Q-duals is straightforward.
Theorem 2 Let A ⊂ Zn be a homogeneous configuration and C ∈ Zn×m a Q-dual of A.
Then if X∗A is a hypersurface, so is ∇˜C . Moreover,
T−1C (∇˜C) = ∇C ∩ (C
∗)n. (6)
3. Discriminants and Splitting Lines
In this section we will study the effect on the A-discriminant of removing from the
Gale dual configuration B a set of collinear vectors which add up to zero. We will show
that this operation preserves the dual defect property and the Newton polytope of the
discriminant. Moreover, there is a resultant formula relating the two discriminants. We
shall assume throughout this section that our configurations are homogeneous.
Theorem 3 Let A be a configuration in Zn which is not a pyramid, and B ⊂ Zm a Gale
dual. Suppose we can decompose B as
B = C1 ∪C2 ,
where C1 and C2 are homogeneous configurations, C1 is of rank m, and C2 is of rank 1.
Let A1 be a dual of C1. Then codim(∇A) = codim(∇A1). In particular, A is dual defect
if and only if A1 is dual defect.
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Proof. Let A2 be a dual of C2. We may assume without loss of generality that A1
and A2 are in standard form. We may also assume that C1 = {b1, . . . , br} and C2 =
{br+1, . . . , bn}. Since the vectors in C1 span Zm over Q, there is a Z-relation
r∑
i=1
γibi +
n∑
j=r+1
µjbj = 0 with
n∑
j=r+1
µjbj 6= 0. (7)
It is then easy to check that the matrix
A =


A1 0
0 A2
γ1 · · · γr µr+1 · · · µn

 (8)
is dual to B and, consequently, we may assume that A agrees with the matrix (8). We can
write d = d1+d2+1, where: d1 = r−m and d2 = n−r−1 and viewA1,A2 as configurations
in Zd1 , Zd2 , respectively. We let t = (t1, . . . , td1), s = (s1, . . . , sd2), x = (x1, . . . , xr), and
y = (yr+1, . . . , yn). Given u ∈ C∗, we let uγ ∗ x = (uγ1x1, . . . , uγrxr). We define uµ ∗ y in
an analogous way.
If A is as in (8), fA(x, y; t, s, u) = fA1(u
γ ∗ x; t) + fA2(u
µ ∗ y; s) and, therefore,
J(fA) = 〈J(fA1(u
γ ∗ x; t)), J(fA2 (u
µ ∗ y; s)), ∂fA/∂u〉 .
In particular, we get a map Φ : VA → VA1 given by Φ(x, y, t, s, u) = (u
γ ∗x, t). We also
define Ψ : VA → C∗ × ∇A by Ψ(x, y, t, s, u) = (u, x, y) . Let Z = Im(Ψ) ⊂ C∗ × ∇A,
and let Π : VA1 → ∇A1 denote the natural projection. Finally, define φ : Z → ∇A1 by
φ(u, x, y) = uγ ∗ x. Then the diagram
VA
Φ−−−−→ VA1
Ψ
y yΠ
Z
φ
−−−−→ ∇A1
(9)
commutes. We note that dimZ = dim∇A. Indeed, the natural projection p:Z → ∇A
has finite fibers since, for any (u, x, y) ∈ Z, uµ ∗ y ∈ ∇A2 . But A2 is a codimension-one
configuration and therefore its discriminant is given by (4). Hence, u must satisfy an
equation of the form uq = c yα, for some q ∈ Z, c ∈ Q, and α ∈ Zn−r.
We now claim that the conclusion of Theorem 3 will follow from Lemma 5, proved
below, which asserts that φ is generically surjective with fibers of dimension n−r. Indeed,
we have dim∇A = dimZ = dim∇A1 + n− r and, consequently,
codim(∇A) = n− dim∇A = r − dim∇A1 = codim(∇A1) .
2
Before proving the statements on generic surjectivity and fiber dimension, we prove
an auxiliary Lemma.
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Lemma 4 Let A be a d × n integer matrix of rank d with Gale dual B = {b1, . . . , bn}.
Let x ∈ Cn, t ∈ (C∗)d. Suppose that for some Θ ∈ Zn, VA ⊂ {fA(Θ ∗ x; t) = 0} . Then
Θ1b1 + · · ·+Θnbn = 0.
Proof. Let t0 = (1, . . . , 1) ∈ (C∗)d. Then, the set {x ∈ Cn : (x, t0) ∈ VA} agrees
with the conormal space of XA at the point [1 : · · · : 1] ∈ XA ⊂ Pn−1. For each such
x = (x1, . . . , xn) we have, by assumption
Θ1x1 + · · ·+Θnxn = 0.
Hence Θ lies in the tangent space to XA at the point [1 : · · · : 1]. Since this tangent space
equals the row span of A, the result follows. 2
Lemma 5 Under the hypotheses (8), the map φ:Z → ∇A1 is generically surjective with
fibers of dimension n− r.
Proof. To prove the first statement we show that Φ:VA → VA1 is generically surjective.
Let (x¯, t) ∈ VA1 and choose (u, y) such that
DA2(u
µ ∗ y) = 0. (10)
As noted above, for any choice of y ∈ Cn−r there are finitely many possible choices of
u satisfying (10). We next choose s ∈ (C∗)d2 such that (uµ ∗ y, s) ∈ VA2 . Note that the
assumption that A2 is in standard form implies that if (u
µ ∗ y, s) ∈ VA2 then so does
(uµ ∗ y, sλ), where sλ = (λs1, s2, . . . , sd2) ; λ ∈ C
∗. For the given choice of u, let x be
defined by uγ ∗ x = x¯ . Therefore, (x, t) ∈ V(J(fA1(u
γ ∗ x; t)). Thus, it suffices to show
that we can choose λ ∈ C∗ such that (x, y, t, sλ, u) satifies
∂fA
∂u
(x, y; t, sλ, u) = 0 (11)
But clearly
u
∂fA
∂u
(x, y; t, sλ, u) = fA1(γ ∗ u
γ ∗ x; t) + λfA2(µ ∗ u
µ ∗ y; s),
where γ ∗ uγ ∗ x = (γ1uγ1x1, . . . , γruγrxr), and similarly for µ ∗ uµ ∗ y. Lemma 4 and
(7) imply that we may assume without loss of generality that (y, s, u) have been chosen
so that fA2(µ ∗ u
µ ∗ y; s) 6= 0. Thus, if (x¯, t) are so that fA1(γ ∗ x¯; t) 6= 0, then we can
certainly choose λ ∈ C∗ so that (11) holds and, consequently, Φ is surjective outside the
zero locus of fA1(γ ∗ x¯; t). Appealing once again to Lemma 4 and (7), it follows that this
zero locus does not contain VA1 which completes the proof of the first assertion.
Finally, we note that the remark after (10) implies the statement about the fiber
dimension of φ. 2
Suppose now that we are under the same assumptions as in Theorem 3. That is, A is
a configuration in Zn which is not a pyramid. B ⊂ Zm is a Gale dual of A which may be
decomposed as B = C1 ∪ C2 , where C1 and C2 are homogeneous configurations. C1 is
of rank m, and C2 is of rank 1. Moreover, let A1 be a dual of C1. We then have
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Theorem 6 If C1 has index q, then the Newton polytope N (DA) is affinely isomorphic
to q · N (DA1).
Proof. By Theorem 3, DA = 1 if and only if DA1 = 1, thus we may assume DA 6= 1.
Let B = {b1, . . . , bn} ⊂ Zm and suppose that that C1 = {b1, . . . , br}. We will then show
that the projection πr:R
n → Rr on the first r coordinates maps N (DA) to q · N (DA1).
Since both of these polytopes have the same dimension the result follows.
Note that since the vectors {br+1, . . . , bn} are all collinear and br+1+ · · ·+ bn = 0, we
have, for all k = 1, . . . ,m, that the product
n∏
i=r+1
(bi1ζ1 + · · ·+ bi,n−dζn−d)
bik
is a constant λk ∈ Q. Hence, the defining equations FB(z), FC1(z) of ∇˜B , ∇˜C1 , are related
through
FB(z1, . . . , zm) = FC1(λ1z1, . . . , λmzm). (12)
By (6), substituting zj by x
νj , j = 1, . . . ,m, where νj is the the j-th column vector of
B, into FB(z) gives the discriminant DA(x) up to a Laurent monomial factor. On the
other hand, this same substitution in the right hand side of (12) yields a polynomial in
C[x1, . . . , xr] whose support equals that of DC1 . Hence
πr(N (DA)) = N (DC1) .
Since, on the other hand, (3) implies that N (DC1) = q · N (DA1), the result follows. 2
Definition 7 A configuration B = {b1, . . . , bn} ⊂ Zm is called irreducible if any two
vectors in B are linearly independent. If A is dual to an irreducible configuration B, we
shall also call A irreducible. Given a configuration B we will denote by B˜ the irreducible
configuration obtained by removing all vectors lying on splitting lines and replacing non-
splitting subsets of collinear vectors in B by their sum.
Remark 8 MB = (B, I) be the matroid defined by the family, I, of linearly independent
subsets of B. Then B is irreducible if and only if MB is simple.
Definition 9 Let A ⊂ Zd be a configuration and B ⊂ Zm a Gale dual. B is said to be
degenerate if and only if rank(B˜) < rank(B).
The following corollary may be viewed as a generalization of the results in (Dickenstein and Sturmfels,
2002, §4).
Corollary 10 Let A be a d × n, integer matrix of rank d defining a homogeneous con-
figuration. Let B = {b1, . . . , bn} be a Gale dual of A. Let B˜ be as above. Then N (DB)
and N (DB˜) are affinely isomorphic.
Proof. Let L1, . . . , Ls denote the set of lines in R
m containing vectors in B. For each
j = 1, . . . , s, let
σj :=
∑
bk∈B∩Lj
bk.
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Consider the configuration
C := B ∪ {σ1,−σ1} ∪ · · · ∪ {σs,−σs} .
Repeated applications of Theorem 6 gives that N (DC) ∼= N (DB). On the other hand we
may also view C as
C = B˜ ∪ C1 ∪ · · · ∪ Cs ,
where Cj = {−σj} ∪ (B ∩ Lj). Theorem 6 then implies that N (DC) ∼= N (DB˜). 2
We next show that, with the notation and assumptions of Theorem 3, there is a
univariate resultant formula relating the discriminants DA and DA1 .
Theorem 11 Let A, B, A1, C1, and C2 be as in Theorem 3 and let A2 be a dual of C2.
Assume moreover that C1 consists of the first r vectors in B. Then, there exist integers
δ1, δ2, γ1, . . . , γr, µr+1, . . . , µn,M such that
M DA(x) = Resu(u
δ1 DA1(u
γ ∗ x′), uδ2 DA2(u
µ ∗ x′′)), (13)
where x = (x1, . . . , xn), x
′ = (x1, . . . , xr), x
′′ = (xr+1, . . . , xn), and ∗ denotes componen-
twise multiplication with uγ = (uγ1 , . . . , uγr) and uµ = (uµr+1 , . . . , uµn).
Proof. If DA(x) = 1, then DA1(x
′) = 1 by Theorem 3 and (13) is clearly true.
Suppose DA1 6= 1. Let q be the index of C1 and let w be a Z-generator of the one-
dimensional lattice Z〈br+1, . . . , bn〉. Since B has index 1, q is the smallest positive integer
such that q w ∈ Z〈b1, . . . , br〉 . We can find integers γ1, . . . , γr, µr+1, . . . , µn such that
γ1b1 + · · ·+ γrbr = q w = −µr+1br+1 − · · · − µnbn . (14)
We may then assume that A is as in (8) and therefore, since both A1 and A2 are in
standard form, it follows from (2) that if DA(x) = 0 then the discriminants DA1(u
γ ∗x′)
and DA2(u
µ ∗ x′′) vanish simultaneously for some u ∈ C∗. Let δ1, δ2 ∈ Z be such that
uδ1 DA1(u
γ ∗ x′) and uδ2DA2(u
µ ∗ x′′) are polynomials in u with non-zero constant term.
Then there exists a polynomial F (x) such that
Resu(u
δ1 DA1(u
γ ∗ x′), uδ2 DA2(u
µ ∗ x′′)) = F (x)DA(x) . (15)
The proof of Theorem 6 implies that the degree of DA(x) in the variables x
′ equals
q deg(DA1(x
′)). On the other hand, the degree of the left-hand side of (15) is the u-
degree of uδ2 DA2(u
µ∗x′′) times deg(DA1(x
′)). By definition of w, we can write bj = βj w,
βj ∈ Z, j = r + 1, . . . , n, and therefore
q = −µr+1 βr+1 − · · · − µn βn
but then it follows from the expression (4) for the discriminant of a codimension-one
configuration that
degu(u
δ2 DA2(u
µ ∗ x′′)) = q .
Hence both sides of (13) have the same degree in the variables x′ and, consequently, F (x)
depends only on x′′ = (xr+1, . . . , xn).
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Suppose F (x′′) is not constant. We can write
uδ1 ·DA1(u
γ ∗ x′) = gl(x
′)uℓ + · · ·+ g1(x
′)u+ g0(x
′). (16)
uδ2 ·DA2(u
µ ∗ x′′)) = uq
∏
βj>0
β
βj
j
∏
βj<0
x
−βj
j −
∏
βj<0
βj
−βj
∏
βj>0
x
βj
j . (17)
Choose a′′ = (ar+1, . . . , an) with F (a
′′) = 0. Then
Resu(u
δ1 ·DA1(u
γ ∗ x′), uδ2 ·DA2(u
µ ∗ a′′)) = 0
for all x′ = (x1, . . . , xr). This means Equations (16) and (17) are solvable in u for all
(x′, a′′). There are at most q possible values for u which solve (17), which means that
(16) must be the zero polynomial which is a contradiction since the monomials appearing
in gi(x
′) are distinct monomials of DA1 . Thus F (x) is a constant M ∈ Z. 2
Remark 12 We note that there are many possible choices for δ1, δ2, γ, µ in Theorem 11.
Indeed, it suffices that γ and µ satisfy (14) and that δ1 and δ2 be chosen so that the
products uδ1 DA1(u
γ ∗x′) and uδ2DA2(u
µ∗x′′) be polynomials in u with non-zero constant
term. In fact, if we replace (14) by
γ′1b1 + · · ·+ γ
′
rbr = q
′ w = −µ′r+1br+1 − · · · − µ
′
nbn , (18)
where q′ = kq, with k a positive integer, then its effect is to make a change of variable
u 7→ uk in the resultant and therefore we would have:
M DA(x)
k = Resu(u
δ′1 DA1(u
γ′ ∗ x′), uδ
′
2 DA2(u
µ′ ∗ x′′)) (19)
for suitable integers δ′1, δ
′
2.
The following corollary which will be needed in the next section describes the effect
on the discriminant of adding to the B configuration a vector and its negative.
Corollary 13 Let A ∈ Zd×n be a homogeneous configuration and let B = {b1, . . . , bn} ⊂
Zm, m = n− d, be a Gale dual. Let v ∈ Zm be a non-zero vector and let
B♯ := B ∪ {v,−v} .
Let A♯ be dual to B♯. Let x = (x1, . . . , xn) and DA ∈ C[x], DA♯ ∈ C[x; y+, y−], the
discriminants associated with A and A♯, respectively. Then
DA(x) = DA♯(x, y+, y−)|y+=1,y−=−1.
Proof. Since B has index 1, we can write
v =
n∑
j=1
γj bj ; γj ∈ Z,
and setting µn+1 = 0, µn+2 = 1, we can apply (13) and obtain
DA♯(x; y+, y−) = Resu(u
δ1 ·DA(u
γ ∗ x), y+ + u y−)
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for a suitable integer δ1. We may specialize this resultant to y+ = 1, y− = −1 since that
does not change the u-degrees of the polynomials involved and obtain:
DA♯(x, y+, y−)|y+=1,y−=−1 = Resu(u
δ1 ·DA(u
γ ∗ x), 1− u) = DA(x).
2
We end this section with a simple example to illustrate how we can use Theorem 11
and Corollary 13 to reduce the computation of discriminants to that of irreducible con-
figurations and univariate resultants.
Example. We work directly on the B side and consider a configuration B consisting of
seven vectors {b1, . . . , b7}, where
b1 = (0, 1), b2 = (−3, 1), b3 = (2,−3), b4 = (−1, 1),
b5 = (1, 0), b6 = (3, 0), b7 = (−2, 0).
The last 3 vectors lie on a line L and σ(L) = (2, 0). As before, we set
B♯ = B ∪ {σ(L),−σ(L)} = C1 ∪ C2,
where C1 = {b1, b2, b3, b4, σ(L)} and C2 = {b5, b6, b7,−σ(L)}. We let {x1, . . . , x7} denote
variables ssociated with {b1, . . . , b7}, respectively, and let y+, y− be associated with σ(L)
and −σ(L).
We note that C1 and C2 are homogeneous configurations satisfying the assumptions in
Theorem 11 and index(C1) = 1. Following the notation of Theorem 11 we have w = (1, 0)
and therefore
b1 − b4 = w = −(−1)b5. (20)
On the other hand, using Singular (Greuel et al., 2001) we compute
DC1(x1, x2, x3, x4, y+) = 256x
5
2x
6
3x4 + 13824x1x
6
2x
3
3x
2
4 + 186624x
2
1x
7
2x
3
4−
432x22x
8
3y
2
+ − 24224x1x
3
2x
5
3x4y
2
+ − 359856x
2
1x
4
2x
2
3x
2
4y
2
+ − 432x1x
7
3y
4
+ −
24696x21x2x
4
3x4y
4
+ − 1210104x
3
1x
2
2x3x
2
4y
4
+ − 823543x
4
1x
2
4y
6
+.
While clearly
DC2(x5, x6, x7, y−) = 8x5x
3
6 − 27x
2
7y
2
−.
Thus, given (20), we may apply Theorem 11 with δ1 = 0, δ2 = 1 and obtain
DB♯(x, y+, y−) = Resu(DC1(ux1, x2, x3, u
−1x4, y+), uDC2(u
−1x5, x6, x7, y−)) =
5038848x52x
6
3x4x
6
7y
6
− − 746496x1x
7
3y
4
+x
2
5x
6
6x7y
2
− − 421654016x
4
1x
2
4y
6
+x
3
5x
9
6 −
2098680192x21x
4
2x
2
3x
2
4y
2
+x5x
3
6x
4
7y
4
− − 42674688x
2
1x2x
4
3x4y
4
+x
2
5x
6
6x
2
7y
2
− −
2519424x22x
8
3y
2
+x5x
3
6x
4
7y
4
− − 141274368x1x
3
2x
5
3x4y
2
+x
1
5x
3
6x
4
7y
4
− +
272097792x1x
6
2x
3
3x
2
4x
6
7y
6
− + 3673320192x
2
1x
7
2x
3
4x
6
7y
6
−.
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According to Corollary 13 setting y+ = 1, y− = −1 yields DB(x). Since y− appears only
raised to even powers, the expression for DB(x) is obtained from that for DB♯(x, y+, y−)
erasing y+ and y−. Finally, note that if, instead of (20), we use the relation:
σ(L) = 2w = −(−σ(L)),
then, as noted in Remark 12
D2B♯(x, y+, y−) = Resu(DC1(x, uy+), DC2(x, uy−)).
4. Specialization of the A-discriminant
The main result of this section is a specialization theorem for the A-discriminant gener-
alizing Lemma 3.2 in (Cattani et al., 2001) and Lemma 3.2 in (Cattani and Dickenstein,
2004). In these references, the lemmata in question play an important role in the study
of rational hypergeometric functions.
We begin with a general result on the variable grouping in the A-discriminant.
Proposition 14 Let A be a d× n, integer matrix of rank d and B = {b1, . . . , bn} ⊂ Z
m
a Gale dual of A. Let DA(x), x = (x1, . . . , xn), be the sparse discriminant. Then, if bk
and bℓ, 1 ≤ k, ℓ ≤ n, are positive multiples of each other,
DA|xk=0 = DA|xℓ=0.
Proof. Define ωk ∈ Rn by (ωk)j = −δkj , j = 1, . . . , n,. It is clear that the initial form
inωk(DA) of DA relative to the weight ωk agrees with the restriction DA|xk=0. Thus, it
suffices to show that
inωk(DA) = inωl(DA). (21)
We recall (Gel′fand et al., 1994, Chapter 10, Theorem 1.4 a) that the secondary fan
Σ(A) is the normal fan to the Newton polytope N (EA) of the principal A−determinant
(we refer to (Gel′fand et al., 1994, Chapter 10) for the definition and main properties of
the principal A−determinant). Then
inωk(EA) = inωℓ(EA) (22)
if and only if ωk and ωℓ are in the same relatively open cone of Σ(A).
On the other hand, it follows from (Billera et al., 1990, Lemma 4.2), that the linear
map −BT : Rn → Rm defines an isomorphism of fans between the secondary fan, Σ(A),
and its image, a polytopal fan F defined on Rn−d. Hence, (22) holds if and only if−BT ·ωk
and −BT · ωℓ are in the same relatively open cone of F . But −BT · ωk = bk is a positive
multiple of −BT · ωl = bl by assumption, so they must be in the same relatively open
cone of F .
Since DA is a factor of EA by (Gel
′fand et al., 1994, Chapter 10, Theorem 1.2), the
normal fan of EA refines that of DA. Then, any two vectors giving the same initial form
on EA give the same initial form on DA. This proves equation (21) and concludes the
proof of the Proposition. 2
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As before, let A = {a1, . . . , an} be a homogeneous configuration in Zd which is not a
pyramid. For any index set I ⊂ {1, . . . , n}, we denote by A(I) the subconfiguration of A
consisting of {ai, i ∈ I}. Let B ⊂ Rm be a Gale dual of A. Given a line Λ ⊂ Rm, let
IΛ = {j : bj 6∈ Λ} ⊂ {1, . . . , n} ; JΛ = {1, . . . , n} \ IΛ.
and
σ(Λ) :=
∑
j∈JΛ
bj .
If Λ is a non-splitting line, let w be the Z-generator of Z〈bj ; j ∈ JΛ〉 in the same direction
as σ(Λ) and, for j ∈ JΛ write bj = βjw. We set J
+
Λ = {j ∈ JΛ, βj > 0} and define J
−
Λ
accordingly.
We may now prove the main result of this section
Theorem 15 Let A be a homogeneous, d × n integer matrix of rank d, and let Λ be a
non-splitting line. Then, for any j ∈ J+Λ ,
DA(IΛ) divides DA|xj=0.
Proof. We may assume that IΛ = {1, . . . , r}, and let us denote by x′ = (x1, . . . , xr),
x′′ = (xr+1, . . . , xn). Let B
♯ = B ∪ {σ(Λ),−σ(Λ)} and A♯ a dual of B♯. As we have
done before, let us denote by y+, respectively y−, the variable associated with σ(Λ),
respectively −σ(Λ). By Corollary 13
DA(x) = DA♯(x, y+, y−)|y+=1,y−=−1.
On the other hand, we can write B♯ = C1 ∪ C2, where
C1 = {b1, . . . , br, σ(Λ)} ; C2 = {br+1, . . . , bn,−σ(Λ)}.
Let w be a generator of Z〈br+1, . . . , bn〉 so that σ(Λ) = cw with c a positive integer. Let
q be the index of C1. Then we may write:
q · σ(Λ) = c · q · w = −q · (−σ(Λ)) .
Thus, it follows from (19) that, up to constant,
(DA♯(x))
c = Resu(DA1(x
′, uq · y+), DA2(x
′′, uq · y−)) ,
since we can choose δ′1 = δ
′
2 = 0. Consequently
(DA(x))
c = Resu(DA1(x
′, uq · y+), DA2(x
′′, uq · y−))|y+=1,y−=−1.
On the other hand, let bj = βj ·w, βj ∈ Z, j = r+1, . . . , n. Then, since −σ(Λ) = −c·w,
DA2(x
′′, uq · y−) = K1
∏
j∈J+
Λ
x
βj
j −K2 u
cq yc−
∏
j∈J−
Λ
x
−βj
j ,
where K1 and K2 are integers. It then follows that we may specialize xj = 0, j ∈ J
+
Λ , in
the resultant since that does not change the leading term of DA2(x
′′, uq · y−). Hence, up
to constants and monomials:
(DA(x))
c|xj=0 = DA1(x
′, uq · y+)
cq|u=0,y+=1 = DA1(x
′, y+)
cq|y+=0.
But, since σ(Λ) is the unique vector in the line Λ in the configuration C1, it follows that
A(IΛ) is a non-facial circuit in A1 and therefore by (Cattani et al., 2001, Lemma 3.2),
DA(IΛ) divides DA1(x
′, y+)|y+=0 and the result follows. 2
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5. Dual Defect Varieties
In this section we apply the specialization Theorem 15 and recent results in (Dickenstein et al.,
2005) to prove, in Theorem 18, a Gale dual characterization of dual defect toric varieties.
This leads to a classification of dual defect toric varieties of codimension less than or
equal to four. Motivated by this classification, we prove that the Gale dual of a configu-
ration may be decomposed as a disjoint union of non dual-defect configurations which are
maximal in an appropriate sense. Using this decomposition we give a sufficient condition
for a configuration to be dual defect. We believe that this condition is necessary as well.
Indeed, it follows from Theorems 20 and 21, that this is the case for codimension less
than or equal to four.
Throughout this section, we let A be a homogeneous configuration of n points in Zd
which is not a pyramid. We assume moreover that the elements of A span the lattice Zd.
As always, if convenient, we will view A as a d × n integer matrix of rank d. Let XA
denote the associated projective toric variety and X∗A ⊂ P
n−1 its dual variety. Let S(A)
denote the geometric lattice whose elements are the supports, ordered by inclusion, of
the vectors in ker(A). The following result is proved in (Dickenstein et al., 2005) using
tropical geometry methods.
Theorem 16 (Dickenstein et al. (2005, Corollary 4.5)) Let A be as above. The
dimension of X∗A is one less than the largest rank of any matrix (A
t, σ1, . . . , σn−d−1),
where σ1, . . . , σn−d−1 is a proper maximal chain in S(A).
Let B ⊂ Zm, m = n − d, be a Gale dual of A and let MB = (B, I) be the matroid
defined by the family, I, of linearly independent subsets of B. Given a subset B′ ⊂ B, the
rank of B′ is defined as the cardinality of the maximal element of I completely contained
in B′. A subset F ⊂ B is called a k-flat if it is a maximal, rank-k subset of B. Clearly
every subset B′ ⊂ B spans a subspace 〈B′〉 ⊂ Rm whose dimension equals the rank of
B′. A subspace W ⊂ Rm is said to be B-spanned if dim(W ) = rank(B ∩W ). Given a
flat F ⊂ B we denote
σ(F ) = σ(〈F 〉) =
∑
b∈F
b .
A subset C ⊂ B such that σ(C) = 0 will be called a homogeneous subconfiguration (or a
homogeneous flat if C is a flat in B).
Definition 17 A k-flag of flats F is a flag F0 ⊂ F1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Fk, where Fj ⊂ B is a j-flat.
The flag is said to be non-splitting if and only if σ(Fj) 6∈ 〈Fj−1〉, for all j = 1, . . . , k.
Note that F0 = ∅ and 〈F0〉 = {0}, so we will usually drop it from the notation. If F is a
non-splitting flag then, for all j = 1, . . . , k, 〈Fj〉 is a B-spanned subspace and σ(Fj) 6= 0.
Moreover, 〈Fj〉 projects to a non-splitting line in Rm/〈Fj−1〉. Clearly, the projection of
a non-splitting k-flag F to Rm/〈F1〉 is a non-splitting (k − 1)-flag in the configuration
defined by the projection of B.
The following is a characterization of dual defect toric varieties which parallels that
contained in Theorem 16 although it only involves the Gale dual B.
Theorem 18 Let A ⊂ Zd be as above and B ⊂ Zm a Gale dual of A. Then XA is dual
defect if and only if B does not have any non-splitting (m− 1)-flags.
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Proof. We prove the if direction by induction on the codimension m. The result is
obviously true for m = 1. Assuming it to be true for configurations of codimensionm−1,
letB be a codimensionm configuration with a non-splitting (m−1)-flag F1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Fm−1.
Let π1 : Z
m → Zm−1 denote the projection onto a rank m− 1 lattice complementary to
〈F1〉∩Zm and let Gj = π1(Fj+1). Clearly, G1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Gm−2 is a non-splitting (m−2)-flag
for π1(B1), where B1 := {b ∈ B : b 6∈ F1}. We recall that π1(B1) is a Gale dual for the
configuration A1 := {ai ∈ A : bi ∈ B1}. By induction hypothesis, A1 is not dual defect
and, by Theorem 15, the discriminant DA1 must divide an appropriate specialization of
DA. Hence A is not dual defect.
We also prove the converse by induction on the codimension m. Once again, the case
m = 1 is clear. We begin by considering the special case of a configuration A with an
irreducible Gale dual B. If A is not dual defect, by Theorem 16, there exists a proper
maximal chain in S(A), σ1, . . . , σn−d−1, such that the matrix M := (At, σ1, . . . , σn−d−1)
has rank n − 1. After reordering the columns of A, and consequently the entries of σj ,
we may assume that supp(σj) = {1, . . . , kj} with k1 < · · · < kn−d−1.
We claim that there exists an index i, kn−d−2 < i ≤ kn−d−1 such that the matrix Mi,
obtained by removing the i-th row and the last column of M , has rank n− 2. Indeed, if
the columns ofMi are linearly dependent then, since the corresponding columns ofM are
independent, it follows that the basis vector ei may be written as a linear combination
of the first n − 2 columns of M . If this were true for every i, kn−d−2 < i ≤ kn−d−1, we
could write the vector
σn−d−1 − σn−d−2 =
∑
kn−d−2<j≤kn−d−1
ej
as a linear combination of the first n− 2 columns of M , a contradiction.
We fix now an index i, as above, such that rank(Mi) = n − 2. Let A′ be configura-
tion obtained by removing the i-th column of A. Notice that the vectors σ′1, . . . , σ
′
n−d−2
obtained, also, by removing the zero in the i-th entry from the corresponding σj , define
a proper maximal chain in S(A′). We then have, by Theorem 16, that A′ is not dual
defect and, therefore any Gale dual B′ of A′ must contain a non-splitting (m − 2)-flag
G1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Gm−2. Now, since B is irreducible, B′ agrees —up to Q-linear isomorphism—
with the projection of B onto Rm/〈bi〉. Then, denoting by Vj the lifting of 〈Gj−1〉 to Rm,
j = 2, . . . ,m− 1, and setting
Fj := Vj ∩B ; j = 2, . . . ,m− 1,
F1 = {bi}, we have that F1 ⊂ F2 ⊂ · · ·Fm−1 is a non-splitting flag of flats in B.
Finally, consider the general case. That is, let A be a non dual-defect configuration
whose Gale dual B is not necessarily irreducible. As before, let B˜ be the irreducible
configuration obtained from B by replacing all subsets of collinear vectors in B by their
sum. Note that B˜ need not have index one, but we may still consider a dual A1 of B˜. It
follows from Corollary 10 thatDA1 6= 1. Moreover, a Gale dual B1 of A1, being Q-linearly
isomorphic to B˜, is irreducible. Therefore B1 has a non-splitting (m− 1)-flag. But then
so do B˜ and B. 2
Corollary 19 Let A ⊂ Zd be a homogeneous configuration and let B be a Gale dual.
Then if B is degenerate, A is dual defect.
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Proof. If codim(A) = m but B is degenerate, then rank(B˜) < m and B˜ may not contain
any non-splitting (m− 1)-flags and, therefore, neither does B. 2
Note that, by Theorem 18, if A is not a pyramid and codim(A) = 2, then DA = 1
if and only if a Gale dual B has no non-splitting one-flags, i.e. if and only if every line
is splitting or, equivalently, if B˜ = ∅. This classification of codimension-two dual defect
toric varieties is contained in Corollary 4.5 of (Dickenstein and Sturmfels, 2002). This
observation may be generalized to the codimension-three case:
Theorem 20 Let A = {a1, . . . , an} ⊂ Zd be a homogeneous configuration of codimension
three, which is not a pyramid. Let B ⊂ Z3 be a Gale dual of A. Then DA = 1 if and only
if B is degenerate.
Proof. By the above Corollary and Theorem 18 it suffices to show that if B is an
irreducible configuration of rank three, then B has a non-splitting two-flag. Let b and b′
be distinct elements in B and set F2 be the two-flat containing {b, b′}. If, σ(F2) 6= 0 then
we may assume σ(F2) 6∈ 〈b〉 and {b} ⊂ F2 is a non-splitting two-flag. On the other hand,
suppose every B-spanned plane P ⊂ 〈B〉 satisfies σ(P ) = 0. Then, fixing an element
b ∈ B, and denoting by P1, ..., Pr the distinct B-spanned planes containing b we would
have that 0 = σ(B) = σ(P1) + · · ·+ σ(Pr)− (r − 1) · b. But, we have assumed σ(Pi) = 0
for all i = 1, . . . , r. Hence r = 1, and this implies that rank(B) = 2, a contradiction. 2
We consider now the case of codimension-four configurations:
Theorem 21 Let A = {a1, . . . , an} ⊂ Zd be a homogeneous configuration of codimension
four, which is not a pyramid. Let B ⊂ Z4 be a Gale dual of A. Then DA = 1 if and only
if either B is degenerate, or there exist planes P,Q ⊂ R4, such that P ∩ Q = {0}, and
every non-splitting line lies either in P or in Q.
Proof. Let A be such that DA = 1 and suppose B is non-degenerate. Let B˜ be the
irreducible configuration as in Definition 7. Since B is non-degenerate the vectors in B˜
span R4 and, by Corollary 10, DA = 1 if and only if DB˜ = 1. Thus, we may assume
without loss of generality that B is irreducible. We note that if B = C1 ∪ C2, where C1
and C2 are homogeneous configurations contained in complementary planes P and Q,
respectively, then B may not contain any non-splitting three-flags and, therefore, A is
dual defect.
In order to prove the only-if direction of Theorem 21 we begin with two lemmas which
hold for arbitrary rank.
Lemma 22 Let B be a homogeneous configuration of rank m and let Λ ⊂ 〈B〉 be a line.
Suppose B has a non-splitting flag of rank k. Then, B has a non-splitting flag G of rank
k such that 〈Gk〉 ∩ Λ = {0}.
Proof. We prove the result by induction on k, 1 ≤ k ≤ m− 1. The result is obvious for
k = 1 since m ≥ 2 and B is homogeneous which means that the number of non-splitting
one-flats in B is either zero or at least three. Assume it to be true for non-splitting flags
of rank less than k, and let F be a non-splitting flag F in B of rank k ≥ 2. We can
assume that 〈F1〉 6= Λ. Consider the projection π(B) to 〈B〉/〈F1〉. Λ projects to a line Λ¯
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in 〈B〉/〈F1〉. Moreover, the projection of F defines a non-splitting flag of rank k − 1 in
π(B). By inductive hypothesis there exists a non-splitting flag G¯ in π(B) of rank k − 1
such that 〈G¯k−1〉 ∩ Λ¯ = {0}. Let Wj+1 ⊂ 〈B〉 be the unique subspace of dimension j +1
containing 〈F1〉 and projecting onto 〈G¯j〉, j = 1, . . . , k − 1. Notice that by construction
Wk ∩ Λ ⊂ 〈F1〉 but, since Λ ∩ 〈F1〉 = {0} we have Wk ∩ Λ = {0}. Setting G1 = F1,
Gj =Wj ∩B for j = 2, . . . , k, we get the desired non-splitting k-flag in B. 2
Lemma 23 Let A ⊂ Zd be a homogeneous configuration of codimension m and B a
Gale dual. If B is non-degenerate, then there exists a flat F ⊂ B of rank m− 1 such that
σ(F ) 6= 0. Moreover, if we denote by BF the homogeneous configuration in 〈F 〉 defined
by BF := F ∪ {−σ(H)}, then, if BF is non dual-defect, B is not dual defect.
Proof. If every flat of rank m− 1 is homogeneous, let s < m − 1 be the maximal rank
of a non-homogeneous flat F in B. We have s > 0 since B is non-degenerate. Choose a
flat G of rank s with σ(G) 6= 0 and let Θ1, ...,Θr be the rank s + 1 flats which contain
G. By assumption, σ(Θi) = 0 for all i = 1, . . . , r. Then,
0 = σ(B) =
r∑
i=1
σ(Θi)− (r − 1) · σ(G) = −(r − 1) · σ(G).
Hence r = 1 and therefore B has rank s + 1. Since s + 1 < m this implies that B is
degenerate, a contradiction.
Suppose now that BH is not dual defect. By Theorem 18, BH has a non-splitting flag
G of rank m− 2 and, by Lemma 22, we may assume that Gj ∩ 〈σ(F )〉 = {0}. But then,
G1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Gm−2 ⊂ F
is a non-splitting flag of rank m− 1 in B. Applying Theorem 18 again we deduce that B
is not dual defect. 2
Corollary 24 Let A ⊂ Zd be a homogeneous configuration of codimension four and
suppose a Gale dual B ⊂ R4 of A is irreducible. Suppose B does not have any non-
splitting three-flags and let F be a rank-three flat with σ(F ) 6= 0. Then σ(F ) ∈ F and the
elements {b ∈ F : b 6= σ(F )} span a plane P ⊂ 〈F 〉, with σ(P ) = 0.
Proof. Let BF be as in Lemma 23. Since B is dual defect so is BH and hence, by
Theorem 20, BF must be degenerate. Since F has rank three and B is irreducible, this
can only happen if σ(F ) ∈ F , so that {σ(F ),−σ(F )} define a splitting line. The second
assertion is then clear by Theorem 20. 2
We now return to the proof of Theorem 21. Because of Corollary 10 and Theorem 18,
it suffices to prove that if B ⊂ R4 is an irreducible, non-degenerate configuration which
does not have any non-splitting three-flags, then B = C1 ∪ C2, where C1 and C2 are
homogeneous, rank-two configurations.
Let F ⊂ B be a rank three flat with σ(F ) 6= 0. By Corollary 24, F ∩B = C1 ∪ σ(F )
and C1 is a rank-two flat with σ(C1) = 0. Let C2 := B\C1. We claim that C2 does not
have any non-splitting two-flags. Indeed, suppose G1 ⊂ G2 is a non-splitting two-flag.
Let b ∈ C1\G2. Such b exists since C1 6= G2. Then, letting G3 be the smallest three-flat
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containing G2 ∪ {b}, we would have that G1 ⊂ G2 ⊂ G3 would be a non-splitting three-
flag in B, contradicting our assumption. But, it is easy to see that the argument used
in the proof of Theorem 20 implies that since C2 is irreducible and has no non-splitting
two-flags, it must have rank two and σ(C2) = 0. Since B has rank four, the planes 〈C1〉
and 〈C2〉 must be complementary. 2
Theorem 21 motivates the following decomposition theorem which gives a sufficient
condition for a Gale configuration to be dual defect.
Theorem 25 Let B be a homogeneous, irreducible configuration of rank m. Then, we
can write
B = C1 ∪ · · · ∪ Cs, (23)
where the Ci’s are homogeneous, disjoint, non dual-defect subconfigurations of B. More-
over, Ci is a flat in Ci ∪Ci+1 ∪ · · · ∪Cs and the Ci’s are maximal with these properties.
Moreover, the rank of a non-splitting flag in B is bounded by
ρ = ρ(B) :=
s∑
i=1
rank(Ci)− s. (24)
Hence if ρ ≤ m− 2, B is dual defect.
Remark 26 It follows from Theorems 20 and 21 that the condition ρ ≥ m − 1 is a
necessary and sufficient condition for a configuration B, of rank at most four, to be dual
defect. We expect this to be the case in general. This would give a complete classification
of dual defect toric varieties in terms of their Gale configuration.
Proof. The following two lemmas, necessary for the proof of Theorem 25, may be of
independent interest as well.
Lemma 27 Let B be a homogeneous non dual-defect configuration of rank m. Suppose
V ⊂ 〈B〉 is a k-dimensional subspace, 0 ≤ k < m. Then, B has a non-splitting flag F of
rank m− 1 such that 〈F1〉 ∩ V = {0}.
Proof. We proceed by induction on m. The result is clear for m = 2. Assume our
statement holds for configurations of rankm−1. Let G be a non-splitting flag of rankm−1
inB. If 〈G1〉∩V = {0} we are done. Assume then thatG1 ⊂ V and consider the projection
π(B) to 〈B〉/〈F1〉. Then, π(B) is not dual defect and, by inductive hypothesis, there exists
a non-splitting (m − 2)-flag F¯ in π(B) such that 〈F¯1〉 ∩ π(V ) = {0}. Let Wj+1 be the
unique subspace of 〈B〉 containing 〈G1〉 and projecting to 〈F¯j〉 and set Fj+1 =Wj+1∩B.
Note that σ(Fj+1) 6∈ 〈Fj〉 since F¯ is non-splitting. Now 〈F¯1〉 ∩ π(V ) = {0} implies that
〈F2〉∩V = 〈G1〉. Now, since F2 is spanned by non-splitting one-flats, there exists a one-flat
F1 ⊂ F2, with 〈F1〉 6= 〈G1〉, and such that σ(F2) 6∈ F1. The flag F1 ⊂ F2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Fm−1
is a non-splitting flag in B with 〈F1〉 ∩ V = {0}. 2
Lemma 28 Let B be an irreducible, homogeneous, dual defect configuration and let Λ
a line in 〈B〉. Then there exists a homogeneous, non dual-defect flat C ⊂ B of rank k,
2 ≤ k < m, such that 〈C〉 ∩ Λ = {0}.
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Proof. We proceed by induction on m = rank(B). If m ≤ 3 then, by Theorem 20, there
are no irreducible, non dual-defect configurations. So assume that m ≥ 4 and that the
result holds for configurations of rank less than m. Let k < m− 1 be the largest rank of
a non-splitting flag in B. We may assume that k ≥ 2. Otherwise, given any one-flat F1
in B, every two-flat containing it must be homogeneous, but this is impossible since B
is irreducible. Moreover, by Lemma 22, we may assume that B has a non-splitting k-flag
F such that 〈Fk〉 ∩ Λ = {0}.
Let Θ0, . . . ,Θq be the distinct (k + 1)-flats in B containing Fk. Since m > k + 1,
q ≥ 1, and at most one (k + 1)-flat may contain both 〈Fk〉 and Λ. Hence may assume
Λ ∩ 〈Θj〉 = {0} for j ≥ 1. If σ(Θj) = 0 for some j ≥ 1, then we can take C = Θj
and we are done. If not, let Let W = 〈Θ1〉 and BW = Θ1 ∪ {−σ(Θ1)}. Then BW is a
homogeneous configuration of rank k+1, which may or may not be irreducible. Let B˜W
be as in Definition 7.
Suppose rank(B˜W ) = k. Then, since B is irreducible, C := B˜W is a homogeneous
B-flat of rank k which, we claim, is not dual defect. Indeed, let j be such that σ(Θ1) ∈
Fj\Fj−1, we can define a non-splitting flag F ′1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ F
′
k−1, of rank k − 1 in C, by
F ′i = Fi for i < j and F
′
i = Fi+1 ∩C for i = j, . . . , k − 1.
If, on the other hand, rank(B˜W ) = k + 1, then note that B˜W is dual defect. Indeed,
suppose B˜W has a non-splitting k-flag G1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Gk. Then, by Lemma 22, we may
assume without loss of generality that 〈Gk〉 ∩ 〈σ(Θ1)〉 = {0}. But then G1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Gk ⊂
Θ1 would be a non-splitting flag of rank k+1 in B, a contradiction. Hence, by inductive
hypothesis, B˜W has a homogeneous, non dual-defect flat C of rank at least two and such
that 〈C〉∩〈σ(Θ1)〉 = {0}. Therefore, C is a flat in B as well and the proof is complete. 2
We return now to the proof of Theorem 25. We prove the existence of (23) by induction
on the rank m. If m = 2 then, being irreducible, B is not dual defect and we may take
B = C1.
Suppose the theorem holds for configurations of rank less than m and let B be an irre-
ducible, dual defect configuration of rank m. By Lemma 28, there exists a homogeneous,
non dual-defect, B-flat C1 ⊂ B. We may assume that C1 is not contained in any larger,
homogeneous, non dual-defect B-flat and rank(C1) < m. Let B1 = B\C1. Clearly, B1
is homogeneous and irreducible. If B1 is not dual defect then taking C2 = B1 we are
done. On the other hand, if B1 is dual defect and of rank less than m, then we may
apply the inductive hypothesis to write B1 = C2 ∪ · · · ∪ Cs where the Cj are maximal,
homogeneous, disjoint, non dual-defect subconfigurations of B1 and, for i ≥ 2, Ci is a
flat in Ci ∪ Ci+1 ∪ · · ·Cs. Finally, if rank(B1) = m, we repeat the argument and write
B1 as a disjoint union B1 = C2 ∪ B2, where C2 is a homogeneous non dual-defect B1
flat. Since at each step the cardinality of the remaining homogeneous configuration Bj
strictly decreases, it is clear that this process terminates.
In order to prove the second assertion, consider a non-splitting flag F of rank k in B.
We claim that, for each p ≤ k, there exist Ci-flats Fi,p ⊂ Ci ∩ Fp such that
(1) 〈Fp〉 = 〈F1,p〉 ⊕ · · · ⊕ 〈Fs,p〉 and
(2) if σ(Fi,p) ∈ 〈Fi,p−1〉, then Fi,p = Fi,p−1.
Clearly, this would imply the result since the distinct flats among the Fi,p, p = 1, . . . , k
would define a non-splitting flag in Ci whose rank would, therefore, be bounded by
rank(Ci) − 1. To prove the claim we proceed by induction on p. If p = 1, then we
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may assume F1 ⊂ C1 and it suffices to choose F1,1 = F1 and Fi,1 = ∅ for i > 1.
Suppose now that we have constructed Fi,p−1, i = 1, . . . , s and set Gi,p := Ci ∩Fp. Then
Fp is the disjoint union of the Ci-flats Gi,p, for i = 1, . . . , s. Let i0 be the first index
such that σ(Gi0,p) 6∈ 〈Fp−1〉. Such an index exists since F is a non-splitting flag. Since
σ(Gi0,p) 6∈ 〈Fp−1〉, there exists a Ci0 -flat Fi0,p such that Fi0,p−1 ⊂ Fi0,p ⊂ Gi0,p and
rank(Fi0,p) = 1+rank(Fi0,p−1). Set Fi,p = Fi,p−1 for i 6= i0. Note that since Fi0,p 6⊂ Fp−1
rank(F1,p∪· · ·∪Fs,p) must be strictly larger than p−1. Hence 〈Fp〉 = 〈F1,p〉+ · · ·+〈Fs,p〉
and, for dimensional reasons, this must be a direct sum. 2
We have shown in Theorem 21 that if A ⊂ Zd is a dual defect homogeneous configura-
tion of codimension four, which is not a pyramid, and B is a Gale dual then either B is
degenerate or B˜ = C1∪C2, and 〈C1〉 and 〈C2〉 are complementary planes. In this case, if
A˜ is a dual of B˜ then A˜ is a union of homogeneous, codimension-two configurations lying
in complementary subspaces of Zd. Similarly, if B is a degenerate configuration consist-
ing of vectors in a splitting line and in a complementary three-dimensional space, then
A is a union of two homogeneous configurations, of codimension one and three respec-
tively, lying in complementary subspaces of Zd. In either case, the projective toric variety
XA is obtained from a join of two varieties by attaching codimension-one configurations
according to (8).
More generally, if B is decomposed as in (23) and A is a dual of B, then A will be a
Cayley configuration of s configurations A0, . . . , As−1 in Z
q, where q = |B|−rank(B)−s,
in the following sense:
Definition 29 Let A0, . . . , Ak ⊂ Zr be configurations. The configuration
Cay(A0, . . . , Ak) := ({e0} ×A0) ∪ · · · ∪ ({ek} ×Ak) ⊂ Z
k+1 × Zr ,
where e0, . . . , ek is the standard basis of Z
k+1, is called the Cayley configuration of
A0, . . . , Ak.
In the special case when B = C1 ∪ · · · ∪ Cs, as in Theorem 25, is an irreducible
configuration such that
〈B〉 = 〈C1〉 ⊕ · · · ⊕ 〈Cs〉,
then, if A ⊂ Zd is dual to B, the toric variety XA is a join of varieties XA1 , . . . , XAs
lying in disjoint linear subspaces and the dual variety X∗A has codimension s. However,
as the following example shows, for codimension greater than four, it is no longer true
that every dual defect toric variety is obtained from a join by attaching codimension-one
configurations according to (8).
Example. Let A be the Cayley configuration in Z4,
A := Cay({0, 1, 2}, {0, 1, 2}, {0, 1, 2}).
The variety XA is a smooth three-fold in P
8. It is easy to show that a Gale dual B ⊂ Z5
may be decomposed as B = C1 ∪ C2 ∪ C3, where Ci is an irreducible, homogeneous,
codimension-two configuration and, therefore, non dual-defect. Let ρ(B) be as in (24).
Then ρ(B) = 3 = rank(B) − 2 and, by Theorem 25, B is dual defect. In fact using
Theorem 16 one can show that X∗A is a six-dimensional subvariety of P
8.
Di Rocco has obtained a classification of dual defect projective embeddings of smooth
toric varieties in terms of their associated polytopes (Di Rocco, 2004). Recall that a
homogeneous configuration A is said to be saturated if A = {a1, . . . , an} consists of all
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the integer points of a d − 1 dimensional polytope with integer vertices, P , lying on a
hyperplane off the origin. Moreover, the projective toric variety XA is smooth, if and only
if the polytope P is Delzant, that is, for each vertex v of P , there exist w1, . . . , wd ∈ Zd,
such that {w1, . . . , wd} is a lattice basis of Zd, and P = v +
∑d
j=1 R+ · wj near v. It
is well known that projective embeddings of smooth toric varieties are in one-to-one
correspondence with Delzant polytopes.
Di Rocco’s classification theorem (Di Rocco, 2004, Theorem 5.12), which is proved by
techniques completely different to the ones in this paper, may now be stated as follows:
Theorem 30 Let A be a saturated, homogeneous, configuration in Zd which is not a
pyramid and such that P = conv(A) is Delzant. Then A is dual defect if and only if
A = Cay(A0, . . . , Ak),
where k is such that max(2, d2 ) ≤ k ≤ d − 1, A0, . . . , Ak are saturated and the polytopes
Pi := conv(Ai) ⊂ Rd−k−1 are all Delzant polytopes of the same combinatorial type.
Thus, we see that the smoothness condition puts very strong conditions on the type
of Cayley configuration we may consider. To illustrate this, we will list all smooth dual
defect projective toric varieties of codimension at most four.
We note first of all that in these cases, the configurations Ai in Theorem 30 must be
one-dimensional. In fact, let A be a dual defect, saturated, homogeneous, configuration
in Zd which is not a pyramid and such that P = conv(A) is Delzant, and write A =
Cay(A0, . . . , Ak), as in Theorem 30. Then, if codim(XA) ≤ 5, each polytope Pi must
be one-dimensional. Indeed, let us consider the simplest case when the polytopes Pi are
two-dimensional. Then d = k + 3 and since by assumption k ≥ (k + 3)/2, we must have
k ≥ 3. The fewest number of integral points in a Delzant polytope in R2 is three. Hence
n = |A| ≥ 12 and m = n− 6 ≥ 6.
Let [p] denote the configuration {0, 1, . . . , p} ⊂ Z. An easy counting argument now
shows that the smooth dual defect toric varieties of codimension less than or equal to
four are the ones associated with the Cayley configurations listed below:
Codimension 2: Cay([1], [1], [1]).
Codimension 3: Cay([1], [1], [2]); Cay([1], [1], [1], [1]).
Codimension 4: Cay([1], [2], [2]); Cay([1], [1], [3]); Cay([1], [1], [1], [2]);
Cay([1], [1], [1], [1], [1]).
The Gale duals of the configurations in the above list are easily computed. Indeed,
it is easy to see that each Cayley factor Ai = [1] contributes a splitting line containing
two vectors from B, and this vectors are primitive relative to the lattice Zm. Similarly,
each factor Aj = [k] contributes a homogeneous subconfiguration Cj of rank k and
containing exactly k+1 primitive vectors in B. Thus, for example, in the codimension four
case, the configuration Cay([1], [2], [2]) has a Gale dual B whose reduced configuration
B˜ decomposes as C1 ∪ C2, where Ci are homogeneous configurations of rank two, lying
in complementary planes, and consisting of three primitive vectors each.
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